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What is GOSS183?
Many art collectors encounter frustration in connecting with the best contemporary art available
right now. This can be for a variety of reasons. Sometimes a collector is interested in an artist but the
work they like is not available. Often, the best work is committed to gallery shows or exhibitions or is
already sold or committed to other collectors. Frequently, painters take years to develop new work between shows and the art they are making in these gaps can be little-seen and invisible to any collector.
And occasionally, really terrific art just does not find a home with the right collector.
GOSS183 is an attempt to resolve this situation with a collector’s catalog that offers a group of twenty
artists and their very best available art, selectively curated to a standard of excellence. GOSS183
is about finding art that is worthy of hanging on your wall and looking at every day. GOSS183 is
open-minded and celebrates many genres and approaches to art, but whether the style is realism, impressionism, pop, or contemporary, the bottom line is that the art is immaculately produced, top-rate
examples of craft, skill, and artistic inspiration.
On a first come, first served basis, all the art is this catalog is for sale, either directly from the artist,
their gallery, or representative. We hope you enjoy this first issue of GOSS183 and plan many more
to come.
Sincerely,
Walt Morton and Didi Menendez
Curators at GOSS183
www.goss183.com

Megan Read
Megan paints the female form with great accuracy, finesse, and a quirky mood. In the two works featured in GOSS183,
she is also exploring light and dark, and how illumination can reveal and hide the form. Her paintings are deeply
realistic, yet also fantastical and mysterious. Megan’s paintings make me think: her work is what Odd Nerdrum’s kitsch
paintings might look like if Nerdrum was a more subtle, delicate painter. Megan’s art is guaranteed to make a startling
and beautiful statement hanging on any sophisticated wall in America.

Faith | oil on linen | 84x60 inches | 2019 | $25,000 (above)
Available from Second Street Gallery, Charlottesville, VA

Jennifer Marie Keller
Keller has a very good grasp of the traditional 19th century look of classical painting. She delivers a lot of Europeaninfluenced academic skill, and a lovely feeling for retro quality, grace, and balance. This is definitely a re-invigoration of
an older aesthetic, and a very worthy one. You can’t buy a painting by the French master William-Adolphe Bouguereau
without spending a fortune, but a Keller painting seems a wonderfully good bargain.
Oil and Dried Rose Petals | oil on canvas | 14x11 inches | 2019 | $2,500 (above)
Kevin | oil on canvas | 24x18 inches | 2018 | $4,500 (right)
Available from the Artist

Dagmar Cyrulla
A fun and energetic painting filled with a fully modern attitude. This painting completely captures the way artists and
models interact in 2019. We’re all obedient to our cell phones and they are as iconic of our era as a wreath of laurel
was in ancient Greece. The work is colorful, enjoyable, unapologetic and lively.

Modern Muse II | oil on linen | 36x50 inches | 2019 | $7,800
Available from Wagner Contemporary, Sydney, AU

Anne-Christine Roda
Roda paints the figure realistically, even photo-realistically, with high skill and ability. Any collector who enjoys an
accurate capture of the human figure in paint should consider one of Roda’s current portraits of women. These women
feel extremely contemporary and Roda does them with a lot of classy attitude. They are reflective, thoughtful and nononsense.
Nicole | oil on linen | 47x47 inches | 2015 | $8,000 (above)
Federica | oil on linen | 31x31 inches | 2018 | $7,000 (right)
Available from the Zhou B Art Center via Artsy

Kathrin Longhurst
Longhurst combines an essential realism in accurately painting the figure with unusual, oddly colorful and distressed
surface effects. She plays with color while keeping it real. This color work gives a twist to any of the realism and pushes
her art across categories into (any of) advertising, propaganda, or fashion. Behind the work, Longhurst has a thoughtful
political agenda that motivates her to paint larger-than-life heroic female figures and she achieves her goal with huge
energy and high style. Longhurst lives in Australia and we need her work hanging in American collections. Game on.
Mariama | oil on linen | 72.72 inches | 2019 | $11,000
Available from the Artist

David Hummer
Hummer’s painting of artist Laura Tan is an inventive contemporary approach to the portrait. It is a portrait at once
bold, direct and illustrative. His colorful planar technique evokes some of the great illustrators of the past, like J.C.
Leyendecker, but there is also a very modern aspect to the composition. One can appreciate the fearless handling
of the most difficult things to paint: hands, eyes, faces, and a thoughtful emotive expression. A truly effective work of
contemporary portraiture.
Portrait of Laura Tan | oil on canvas | 48x48 inches | 2019 | $16,500
Available from the Artist

Agnieszka Nienartowicz
Slick realist figurative work from Poland, indeed. These paintings of tattooed women’s bodies are not only speaking to
the present moment’s fashion but also bring up the history of experience that people endure. Not all scars are visible
nor beautiful, but Nienartowicz’s investigates the subject seriously in these complicated paintings.

Girl In White III | oil on canvas | 40x28 inches | 2019 | $12,500
Available from the Zhou B Art Center via Artsy

Shana Levenson
This is an example of an artist choosing a technically difficult subject, in this case lace over skin, and deeply mastering the
presentation of that singular material object. The challenge for realist artists is to capture the world they see accurately
in oils. But also employ an editorial sense of design and discretion. Realism is not solely about adding more and finer
details. Much of the success of any realist painting is in knowing what you can omit. By focusing so intensely on lace
over skin and giving us no more of the human figure than this, what we get is a 21st century exercise in commitment. A
great example of painting lace truthfully in a pleasing design married with old-fashioned realist painting skill.
Colors within Black Lace | oil on dibond | 40x40 inches | 2019
Available from the Artist

Mark Heine
Paintings of women in water have been popular for ages. Myths of water spirits and mermaids occur worldwide. Heine,
in his “Sirens” series does a few things marvelously well (fabric, water, light, and wet flesh) with paint. His designs are
complicated and interesting. His underwater world is filled with a murky illumination and uncertainty. The paintings
are both explicitly accurate and yet filled with odd surprises, and they function in a variety of ways ranging from mythic
narrative to fantasy art pieces.
Resurrection | oil on canvas | 40x60 inches | 2017 | $11,500
Available from the Artist

Lisa Keay
Keay’s triptych includes figurative action painting and a silky blue power. It’s yet another version of women-in-water,
but this feels fully mythological with the women as elemental water nymphs (naiads) reaching for the surface. Despite
the underwater setting there is a feeling of comfort, serenity and peace. Without doubt, a bit of symbolic mystic
oomph too.

Ascending | oil on panel | 72x24 inches | 2018 | $7,500
Available from the Zhou B Art Center, Chicago exhibiting in Secondary Meanings

Stacy D’Aguiar
Over the last decade D’Aguiar has painted in every mode from celebrity portraiture to abstract landscapes. She
combines a lot of her power in this work, with a contemporary trapeze-style nude caught in the tentacles of a technicolor
jellyfish. This kind of fusion is best seen as pop surrealism where anything goes, but D’Aguiar makes it all good with a
thoroughly original composition that is well painted, bizarre, and thoroughly curious. It’d look best on the wall of an
ultra-hip all-white luxury apartment in a major city.
Psychedelic Swing | oil on panel | 72x15 inches | 2019 | $6,500
Available from the Zhou B Art Center, Chicago exhibiting in Secondary Meanings

John Hyland
There’s always a temptation in painting floral subjects to add crisp exact details towards a nearly photographic look. It’s
easy to record details with flowers because they are cooperative models and don’t move around much. Hyland takes a
bolder approach in his very terrific evocative flower paintings. They are entirely accurate and you can glean the species
of flower in his work without question. But they are also dreamily soft, blurry, wetly painted and very atmospheric. This
is one of the great tricks oil painting is capable of; to give the impression of reality without detailing it unduly. Hyland
nails it.
Oracle of Delphi | oil on canvas | 12x9 inches | 2018 | $900 (above)
The Chaos of the Sun | oil on canvas | 10x8 inches | 2018 | $850 (right)
Available from the Artist

Paul Beel
Paul Beel has painted a lot of weird stuff lately, but his pineapple-head is the weirdest and best. The pineapple itself
is painted with slick realist skill, while the floating blue-horizon aspect and crude facial features push it far outside the
conventional box. It evokes the 16th century vegetable-headed people of Giuseppe Arcimboldo but also feels akin to
the accuracy-based surrealism of Salvador Dali. Truly strange and a precious delight to hang on any wall.

Lonely Avatars: Self Portrait as Giant, Decapitated, Floating Pineapple | oil on canvas | 24x20 inches | 2019 | $5,410
Available from Saatchi Art Online

Tina Garrett
What’s best about this particular Tina Garrett work is it shows her ability to focus on what’s important. This painting is
a great example of one thing: if you do the crucial part of the painting really well (the woman’s face) other parts don’t
matter nearly so much. This idea is demonstrated repeatedly by some of the best oil painters to have ever worked.
For example, J.S. Sargent applies the selective emphasis principle in nearly every work he painted. When you see
someone who “gets it,” and is able to pull it off, it’s like seeing an extremely pleasing magic trick performed without
flaw. Good one, Garrett..
Paramour | oil on canvas | 48x30 inches | 2019 | $5,800
Available from the Artist

Suzy Smith
If there’s one Suzy Smith painting to own, this could be it. Why? It combines her distinctive approach to painting
beautiful women that transcends the pinup. It’s got immense graphic design power. And it discusses blatantly the world
we live in, manipulated by super-giant media companies like Disney. Quite a few artists (Warhol, Haring, Helnwein, etc.)
have commented on the raw power of Disney to mold defenseless kids and adults. In this painting, Smith collides the
innocence of that Disneyfied reality with the sleek sexuality of idealized beauty found in advertising art. Alas, we’ve all
lost our innocence, but maybe we can still enjoy a few laughs.
Mouse Trap | oil on canvas | 24x24 inches | 2019 | $6.000
Available from RJD Gallery

Victoria Selbach
This is Selbach’s magnum opus of post-pop, post-punk pow! It’s a demolition of retro Americana combined with an
elegantly painted nude. This is the kind of thing James Rosenquist and Robert Rauschenberg got famous for (nutty
assemblage) and it’s hard to do the style well. It’s easy to put together a pile of odd junk and call it art, it’s a lot harder
to assemble a batch of cool things that work together for visual sizzle and friction, but Selbach has done it. I think this
would look amazing hanging on the wall in the entry to any swank mansion home in Switzerland.
BADA-BOOM! | acrylic on canvas and wood cutouts | 37x76 inches | 2019 | $9,500
Available from the Artist

Serena Potter
I love Potter’s painting of a retro-Americana “Big Beam” flashlight. Part of what makes this painting great is Potter’s
obvious joy in painting the various materials: chrome, lace, plastic, plus the yellow glow of lighting and the very odd
choice to set it on a lace tablecloth – which feels like a throwback to the lace tablecloths in old Dutch still life paintings
of blue-white china and plates of ham. Some people would paint this more crisply but Potter’s soft touch adds to the
mood, and you feel like it’s a recording of something real. Possibly: the night the power went out during the great
storm and all we had to save us was the Big Beam flashlight.
Torch | oil on panel | 12x16 inches | 2016 | $3,200
Available from Cream Gallery

Gemma Di Grazia
Playful, colorful, hip images that are pure design and color. Works like this break out of idea of traditional classical
painting and become art-as-object. You may not even be sure what the object is, but your reaction to it –- “color, pretty,
I want it” – is delight and that is a great accomplishment for any art to evoke. Looking at this on your wall every day
might make you happy. Totally worth it.

#13 and #17 | pastel on paper | 28 inches | 2019 | $1,500
Available from the Zhou B Art Center via Artsy

Buket Savci
Hugely contemporary in feeling, this international pop-wedding of Mickey Mouse and Hello Kitty is a wonderful and
odd painting. Nicely designed and well-painted with convincing foreshortening, it remains a curious idea for a painting.
But an idea that ultimately resolves itself as being “documentary.” This is a real moment captured and preserved.
Maybe the most important moment of our lives. Do you remember it now?

Entangled | oil on canvas| 50x66 inches | 2014 | $6,400
Available from Saatchi Art Online

Geoffrey Laurence
Laurence has painted a lot of people over the years and developed his own signature look and approach to stylized
figures. In Europe, some say narrative paintings that tell stories are old-fashioned, but Laurence’s new painting proves
them wrong. This scene of a man and woman in a bedroom is as amazingly psychologically charged and tense. It’s as
evocative as any Edward Hopper. A person could entertain any dinner guests by teasing out the “real story” behind this
painting. That ambiguity makes this painting very realist. Because life is ambiguous.
Interior After Degas | oil on canvas | 32x44 inches | 2018 | $45,000
Available from WMOCA or ZBAC - Exhibiting in PAINTING THE FIGURE NOW

